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Library Gets Fresco Mural Painted Religious Emphasis Wee
By Clemson Professor And His Wife Will Start Here Monday
SI. Huberts, French

>,■

Work During Xmas

Baptist Married

Prof. Robert St. Hubert and
Mmme. St. Hubert have recently completed a fresco
which decorates the "Browsing Room' 'in the Clemson Library. The fresco, which is
dedicated to world peace, was
completed during the Christmas holidays after months of
preliminary
sketches
had
been done in the home of the
St. Huberts. '

NOTICE
Veteran students desiring to
change rooms must do so before Wednesday, Feb. 15. All
veteran students who are seniors will be given preference
over others in moving into the
eighth barracks.

■

«-

Final Plans Completed For Annual

Clemson Leaders To
Program During Week Of Feb. 13-16
Attend Convention

Artists, Complete

M. St. Hubert, professor of art
and architecture at Clemson, recently became a citizen of the
United States and intends to remain here, but his wife, professor
of mural painting and frescoes at
Fontainebleau in France, spends
each summer in their native country.
Prof. St. Hubert was born in
Paris where he grew up In an atmosphere of artistic discussion and
endeavor. He served in the
French artillery during the first
World War, and In July 1916 he
was wounded for the second time
losing the sight of one eye.
Among his decorations for valor
are the Military Cross and the
Croix de Guerre, with palms.
After the loss of his eye, M. St.
Hubert had to relearn all that
he had known about focus and
perception of distance. In spite
of this handicap he became known
as one of the best fresco painters
in France, and he and his wife
have collaborated to paint frescoes in such places as the American Memorial Hospital at Reims,
France, Cite Universitaire, Paris,
and the Methodist Memorial at
Chateau Thierry. The St. Huberts
have done works of art in the
Hartford County Building in Connecticut, the Philadelphia General Hospital, and in numerous
other private and commercial
buildings . in this country and
abroad.
M. St. Hubert has been in the
United States since 1937, under
the auspices of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and in connection with the American Institute
of Architects, visiting the major
centers of education and lecturing on the technique of fresco
painting. In addition to his professorship at Fountainebleau since
its foundation, he has served as
professor at the Chicago Art Institute, and visiting professor at
Rice Institute in Houston.
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Students To Hear
Ken'y Chaplain
Myron Madden, chaplain of
Kentucky State Hospital, will address the Baptist married students
at a supper in the church on Tuesday, February 14, at 6:15 p. m. The
supper is being served by, the
"Mr. and Mrs." Sunday School
class at the expense of the Baptist Student Union. All those who
have made reservations through
the members of. the class or at
the church office will be served
free.
The topic will be "The Christian Life in Marriage and Family."
A discussion period will be held.
Mr. Madden, a Th. M. graduate
of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky., is
one of the Baptist forum leaders
for Religious Emphasis "Week.
He expects to receive his doctorate in Psychology of Religion
at the seminary this May.
The nurseries of the church will
be open for parents to bring their
children.
Anyone wishing to attend who
has not been contacted by Sunday
should call'the church office or
see Jim Spangenburg.

j

Essay Contest Is
Open To Students.

Sunday Entertainment

Violinist And Harpist To Combine
falents In Second Free Concert
Miss Lois Bannerman, acclaimed harpist, and Mr. Robert Harrison, Georgia-born violinist, will
present a joint concert which is
the second in a series of free concerts being offered by the Clemson College Concert Committee
on Sunday afternoon, February
19, at 3:30 p. m.
Both artists have won considerable fame with their respective
talents, and at present, are well
established in the musical world.
Miss Bannerman, who is as
beautiful as she is talented, started her study of the harp when

seven years old, and eight years
later won the' Artist's Contest of
the New York .MacDowell Club,
the Debut Award of the New
York Madrigal Society, and received her first invitation to appear at. a White House musicale.
Since then she has won various
honors as a harpist with solo performances and many symphony
orchestras.
. •
Mr. Harrison, like Miss Bannerman, started his career young
and when he was 17, he was
awarded a four-year musical
scholarship to the University of
(Continued, on Page 2)

Brooks To Speak
At Church Supper
Rev. Nathan Brooks will address Baptist students at a supper on Wednesday, February 15,
at 6:15 p. m. in the ■ Baptist
Church. The topic will be "Deepening The Spiritual Life."
Reservations must be made by
Sunday with George Shelton, Pat
Hance or Jack Ferguson.
Rev. Brooks, now pastor of the
Earle Street Baptist Church in
Greenville, is a Th. M. graduate
of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville. Prior
to beginning his pastorate in
Greenville, he was in charge of
a phase of young people's work
for the Baptist over the South.
He was recently pastor adviser
for the Furman Baptist Student
Union.

International Study Tour Alliance has announced an essay
contest for students, with the
chief awards being free 'study
tours to Europe, fellowships, and
grants.
Competition is open to all students of American colleges and
universities, including schools of
fine arts and technical as well as
professional institutions.
Essay
subjects may be chosen from any
branch of learning, but must lend
themselves to further research
abroad.
The composition is limited to
ten thousand words in length,
with a minimum of two thousand.
The completed work must be
mailed not later than March 31,
1950.
Purpose of the essay contest is
to enable the leaders of tomorrow
to become familiar with conditions abroad, and to appreciate,
the differences in the cultures
and institutions of the various
peoples of the world.
Complete contest dtails may be
obtained by writing to International Study Tour Alliances, Incorporated, 12 East 46th Street,
New York 18, N. Y.

Final plans are being formulated for the annual Religious
Emphasis week series to be held this year on FebruSouth Carolina will be well
represented at the 47th annual ary 13-14-15-16. Rev. Paul Hardin, Jr., pastor of the First
convention of the Association of Methodist Church, Birmingham, Ala., will lead this program.
Southern Agricultural 'JVorker.s to
be held at Biloxi, Miss., February Rev. Hardin, a native qf Chester and' a graduate of Wofford
9-11.. The group attending from College, formerly serve^JJte pastorate at High Point, N. C.
this state will be composed large_J—♦ The Rev. Mr. Hardin, a native
ly of Experiment Station, Extenof Chester, is a graduate of Wofsion Service, and Soil Conserva\ ford College and Candler School
Main
Speaker
tion Service Workers, and repreof Theology at Emory University.
sentatives of commercial organiHe served pastorates in western
zations concerned with agriculture
North Carolina Conference for
in this state.
twenty-two years, his last pasThe three-day meeting will
torate being High Point, N. C,
have as its theme, "The South's
moving to the First Methodist
agriculture is on the march—let's
Church at Birmingham, Ala., Octell more about it." Many sub- I
tober 1, 1949.
jects affecting agriculture in the
Besides speaking in Methodist
South will be discussed in the
youth meetings., throughout the
various groups into which the
southeast and leading Religious
convention will be divided. South
Emphasis
Week programs on
Carolina' will contribute its share
many campuses in other states, he
of the speakers, coming mostly |
has been the Religious Emphasis
from the staff of the South Carospeaker at the University of South
lina Experiment Station and from
Carolina, Columbia College, Winthe . Spartanburg regional office
throp College, Lander College,
of the Soil Conservation Service.
and twice at Wofford College.
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
The Rev. Mr. Hardin has chosen
Clemson College, is a member of
four topics as his daily subjects
the executive committee of the
for the Series' Chapel Convocagroup; J. M. Eleazer, Clemson
tions, all of which have the
extension information specialist,
general theme "The Christian
is chairman of the agricultural
Life." The general public is coreditors section; N. B. G.oebel, S.
dially invited to sit with the stuC. Experiment Station, "is vice
dent body at these sessions schechairman of the forestry section;
duled for 11 a. m. His topic on
and J. E. Youngblood, Columbia,
Monday will be "A Starting Point
chairman, South Carolina Marfor the Christian Life"; on Tues(Continued on Page 6)
day, "The Enemy of the Christian
Lffewj on Wednesday, "The Challenge of The Christian Life"; and
The Medical College Admission on •Thursday, "The Requirements
Test, sponsored by the Associa- at the Christian Life."
AM classes schedaled for 11:05tion of American Medical Colleges and prepared and adminis- 11:55 will be held at 10:20-10:55.
The theme for the four day re»
tered by Educational Testing Ser- ligious emphasis period will be
The Clemson branch of the vice, will be given at Clemson on "The Christian Life." Rev. HarAmerican Association of Univer- Saturday, May 13, 1950, and on din will be heard at convocations
at 11:00 a. m. each day in the colsity Women is sponsoring a civic Monday, November 6, 1950.
lege chapel.
The
Medical
College
Admismeeting for the community to be
In order that students and facheld February 9, at 8:00 p. m., in sion Test is recommended for ap- ulty members may attend the
the Clemson High School Audito- plicants for admission for the fall services held at 11:05 in the colterm, 1951, to medical colleges lege auditorium in connection
rium.
with Religious Emphasis Week,
The subject of discussion is which are members of the Asso- the Deans and Directors have apciation
of
American
Medical
Col"Vital Legislative Issues Before
proved the following special schethe South Carolina General As- leges. Only applicants for admis- dule of morning classes for Febsembly." The speaker will be sion to classes beginning the study ruary 13, 14, 15, and 16:
All classes scheduled for 8:05Mr. William E. Chandler, Jr., of medicine in the fall of 1951
8:55 will be held at 8:05-8:40.
should
apply.
Students
who
take
chairman of the joint committee
All classes scheduled for 9:05on reorganization of the South the Medical College Admission 9:55 will be held at 8:50-9:25.
Carolina General Assembly.
Test on May 13 must not repeat
All classes scheduled for 10:05Topics to be discussed' include it in November. Whenever pos- 10:55 will be held at 9:35-10:10.
the proposed new election law, sible, unless specifically advised
Leading ministers and YMCA
central purchasing agency, merit
workers
are being brought to the
system in state government, and to the contrary by medical col- Clemson campus to conduct foleges
of
choice,
candidates
should
other legislative reforms.
rum discussions and special meetStudents and the people of the apply for the May 13 administra- ings with the students.
community are invited to attend tion.
Included in the visiting dignitathis meeting and are urged to ask
ries are Charles W. Whitworth,
Additional
information
concernquestions after the lecture.
associate secretary of Southern
"It is of utmost importance that ing the test may be obtained by Area student council of YMCAj
citizens attain a better under- writing the Educational Testing Rev. Tom Cook, First Presbytestanding of government and pub- Service, P. O. Box 592, Princeton, rian Church, Laurens; Hugh 35.
lic issues. A great American reRobinson, general secretary of
cently stated: "Responsible citi- New Jersey. In order to be certhe Georgia State YMCA; Rev.
zenship is Indispensable to self- tified for the examination to be
government by a free people,'" given on May 13, the application Myron C. Madden, Southern Bapstated Mrs. John T- Bregger, must be received in Princeton not tist Seminary; and Rev. J. Claude
(Continued on Page 6)
later than April 29, 1950.
chairman of the committee. .

Medical College

Test Date Named

(handler To Speak

Al Civic Meet

Forum Leaders For Next Week "£r£&r

REV. TOM COOK, native of
Richmond, Virginia; 146th Field
Artillery, World War I; Hampton
Sydney College; Union Theological Seminary; served pastorates
2nd Presbyterian Church, Salisbury, N. C, Little Joe's Presbyterian Church,' Berriau Spring, N.
C, First Presbyterian Church,
Laurens.

REV. SAM WILEY, Davidson
College; Union Theological Serninary, Richmond, University of
Edinburgh, Scotland; First Presbyterian Church, Greensboro, N.
C; Chaplain U. S. Navy, World
War II;
First Presbyterian
Church, Anderson.

REV. JOHN J. BRADLEY, CS.P., native of Toronto, Canada;
ordained,

Catholic

University,

Washington; South African Missions Band of the Paulists Fathers; Paulist House, Winchester,
Tennessee.

REV. DAVID A. CLYBURN, native of Lancaster; Wofford College; Emory University School of
Theology; Pastor of Clemson Methodist Church and Director of
Clemson Wesley Foundation; President, Board of Education, South
Carolina Conference of Methodist
Church; Grace Methodist Church,
Union.

CHARLES W» WHITWORTH.
native of Lavonia ,Ga.; AB Furman University; graduate study
Furman; U. S. Army, World War
II; M. A., Columbia University;
Associate Secretary, YMCA, Mississippi State College; Associate
Secretary, Southern Area Student
Council YMCA'S.

REV. W. McLEOD FRAMPTON,
native of Charleston; Porter Military Academy; Presbyterian College; Columbia Theological Seminary; D.D., Presbyterian College;
Batesbury Presbyterian Church;
Third
Presbyterian Church,
Greenville.

REV. J. CLAUDE EVANS, native of Anderson; Wofford College; Duke University Divinity
School; Director of Wesley Foundation, University of South Carolina; Chaplain U. S. Navy, World
War
II; Chaplain Methodist
Church; State Director of Methodist Student movement; pastor of
Walhalla Methodist Church.

REV. MYRON C. MADDEN, native of Louisiana; A.B. Louisiana
State University; Th.M., Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary;
Virginia Baptist Board of Missions and Education; Chaplain, U.
S, Army, World War II; Southern Baptist Seminary; Chaplain,
Kentucky State Hosr-'t?!.
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OSCAR SAYS^

that Dan (Why meet classes)
May called a sweet little thing in
Greenville the other night only
to find that she had already gone
out with another man . . . her husband. Don't let it get you down,
boy—you just can't count on
nuthin' these days.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that "Zip" Gatlin will put this
clipping in his memoirs. Here it
is "Zip"; someday you'll be an
eminent Educational Phychologist
—just stick in there!
OSCAR SAYS

New Boy

that he (Oscar) knows all about
Ray Alexander's latest little slippery maneuver.
Ghost writers,
yet!

t

The Tiger takes this oppor*^ *y to welcome Clemson's
new crop of freshmen. We ai glad to have you and are
proud that you selected thissw^ooi', Regardless of what you
may be thinking these days, the registration and first-of-thesemester confusion will blow awayVand your college life
willfall into an interesting pattern.
You have entered college to obtain an education; therefore, your first concern should be your academic standing,
and the amount of knowledge you are absorbing from each
subject.
Establishing education as the main purpose for being at
Clemson, there is another factor to be considered, extra-curricular activities.
On page one of this issue there is a news story in which
Dean of Students J. C. Clevenger of Colorado Agricultural
and Mechanical College says, "The average student should
realize that under today's educational standards there are, in
reality, two campuses-in-one in every major institution Of
learning. There is a pressing need to coordinate the activities of each, so that every student will have a balanced program."
Students interested in any phase of newspaper work are
welcomed to visit the Tiger office. We have openings in
the reportorial, editorial, business, and circulation departments. For those who are not interested in journalism, there
is the Taps, Clemson's year book, which deals more with feature writing and photography, There are many organizations on the campus which are helpful to the college and to
the student; select one or more and help yourself while you
help Clemson.
There is always the danger of contributing too much
time to extra-curricular activities. As Dean Clevenger suggests, coordinate your activities so that you will have a balanced program.

Tennis Courts
The season for tennis playing will soon be here, and unless an understanding is reached between the tennis team
and the students, there will be a repetition of hard feelings
that is evident every year.
The team has been alloted four courts in which to practice and play matches. These four courts will be maintained
by the team. They will sweep and lime the courts themselves so that they will be able to play on first class ground.
The Athletic Department made this rule, and the students
are expected to abide by it.
Two concrete courts are left for students to play on in
the new area. That is hardly enough room for the number
of men who are interested in tennis, but who are not good
enough to make the team. The Athletic Department also
said last year that the six courts in the old area would be put
! into serviceable order, but it is still full of weeds and holes.
If these courts could be repaired, and lime and string could
be left out so that students could lime the courts themselves,
there would be plenty of space for everyone.
No one wants to infringe on the team's rights, and everyone must realize that a winning team will need the four
courts, but the rest of the students should be allowed more
than two concrete courts.
The old area should.be repaired and left to the students
to maintain

•©thing To It
Registration has been made as easy as eating lettuce. The
Registrar's office has done a wonderful job in taking the pain
out of signing up classes. Last week was a far cry from the
old days when students spent the night on Bowman Field,
rushed the doors of Main Building, and acted like anything
but humans.
The current complaint—there will always be complaints
—is, "I came 250 miles; been here thirty minutes, and I'm
ready to go back home. What happened?"
What happened is that the Registrar's Office lifted registration up from a dog-eat-dog proposition to an easy, routine half-hour"s work.
Congratulations to them and thanks.

OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) knows "Pigalow" Martin (the future 19?? star
tackle of Clemson College) is
somewhat in a living Pandemonium on the football field this
week.
Too much partying, eh,
Martin?

OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) saw "Hollywhat's the matter, Stan, don't
wood" (as he is often called by you like the square dances in AnMary) Stanley and "Sniffles" De- derson anymore?
OSCA*R SAYS
lpach really out for the "Big Fish"
that "Moma" Aycock was really
in Charlotte this week-end.
sweating out that costing final this
-OSCAR SAYBthat a certain Columbia bru- past semester.
Don't like cost
nette would love to know who sheets so well, Ray?
OSCAR SAYS
Margaret Sullivan is dating for
that "Little Caesar" Thompson
Mid-Winters.
should stop trying to be an ogre.
OSCA" SAYS
i
OSCAR SAYS
that Willie Thomas has been
that he (Oscar) knows Westknown to stay overnight in
Greenville.
Wonder what he brook is sure a "cute kid" with a
would do if her husband walked crew cut. If you don't believe
me just check that picture in the
in?
Taps of '48.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR «AY«!
that "Sunset" Carson and his
that Jefferson Davis McMahon
new old lady, Jim Anderson, are
about to run the Bicycle Card III has taken up the mandolin. The
boys on his hall all wish he'd put
Company out of business.
it down.
OSCAR SAYS
.
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) nominates as
that Boyd (I'm hell with wothe Booby of the year the guy
who turned in his skinners with men) Porter really must have
his paper. He (Oscar) isn't men- something fine on the stove now.
Didya' give up that "Galtinburg
tioning any names.
gal," Porter? Or did she run off
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) knows J. T. and get married like the rest of
(self-propelled) Hough is going to them do?
OSCAR
■
the "Rock" for this next dance.
that "Ruth" Whitten should
Will she be there, Hough?
learn to spell her own name. Or
OSCAR SAYS
that "Big-boy" Bailey cracks does Roland Huitt just affect her
a good joke every now and then. that way?

Don't Get Me Wrong But....
Talk of the Town

You Should Have Read This Before
The Editor Used His Blue Pencil
Charles Kennemore
I have given deep affection and loyalty to
few persons or things. It is due to this trait
of mine perhaps that my school spirit is, at
best, only mediocre. This I readily admit.
Under such circumstances I suppose I would
overlopk or even condone actions on the part
of Clemson students that would be distasteful to more rabid school supporters.
Yet, on Thursday morning, February 2,
1950, even I was thoroughly disgusted with
the actions of a number' of our purportedly
leading students.
The Registrar's office has performed, without fanfare or self-acclaim, a monumental
service to the students in simplifying and relieving an old sore spot—registration. Nothing could have been simpler than the process,
as planned, Thursday morning. But what
happens? We show our appreciation by
making complete asses of ourselves. Instead
of giving up in disgust at the disorder the
above mentioned office continued trying to
give ouUthe registration material as rapidly
as possible. Perhaps they could be called
foolish for doing so, but it was awfully nice
foolishness. No more eloquent testimony of
their patience and interest in the students
could be cited.
Until then I had not believed it possible
that grown men (supposedly) could be such
sheer, stupid fools. Graduating Seniors!!
From what? So help me, but a group of
graduating seniors fom Kindergarten could
have, and probably would have, behaved better.
For those of you who might be unfamiliar
with the situation ... There were two lines
leading up to get registration materials. One
was marked "Seniors," another simply "Others"—juniors, sophomores, and freshmen.
One line was supposedly composed of the
older, more dignified and mature students,
the men that are generally said to set the
example for the other students. Yeah! One
line moved quietly, orderly, and rapidly; one
line was a mad, milling mob of rowdies. And
who were the rowdies? Those "leaders,"
those "mature and dignified" men. Sure,
they set an example, only I'm not quite sure
what it was an example of or for. Maybe
they were trying to give everyone a demonstration of the society in the dog-eat-dog days
of yore. If that was the case they should
not have exaggerated so much.
The men in that Senior line were not only
a disgrace to Clemson College, but to the
communities and homes from which they
came also.
Let me say it before some Bright Boy
does: the culprits, the instigators, were definitely in the minority! But that is no excuse. When the majority cannot or does
not have guts enough to control a ruinous
minority, they cannot be absolved of blame.
Let me beat Bright Boy to it again: I was in
that group. In condemning you and them,
I condemn myself. I am not proud; I am
ashamed.

By LeRoy Doar
We have covered quite a lot of
ground in the last two weeks
and everywhere we went people
fell all over themselves trying to
give us jokes. Naturally we ac-

Ma Was Cold; Pa
Dog Didn't Give A Damn

I'm not much of an authority on graduation exercises,
in fact during my lifetime I have witnessed less than one college commencement, but to my untrained eye the orgy held
cepted them with open arms and in the conege auditorium the morning of January 29, was

The following is just in case anyone is
still reading:
after carefully weighing the merits
, „ .
,,..,.»■..
i
j.- •
x J
a definite cut short of what I had eagerly anticipated.
I do not know how many of you were here ~ o|
for the recent graduation exercises, but even what should be an especiallv good
The reason for my near-attendance was the graduation
those of you that were not have probably column,
of my big brother. Of course Ma and Pa wanted to see their
heard of the mess it was. People came for
Out of Charleston we have the b°y Set nis sheepskin too, so we patched the tires, chinked
miles in the damp cold to see Sonny, Sweetie
one about the student nurse who the cracks and painted "Clemson or Bust" on the side of Pa's
Pie, or Next-Door-Neighbor get his diploma. was in love with two sailors, but
.„. ..
Such a crowd had not been expected evident- she couldn't decide which she 1940 anachronism, and settled down to a gruelling 220-mile
liked the most, so she put out to excursion, complete with sisters, brothers-in-law, box lunch
ly and so the Memorial Chapel was used as sea.
usual. The balconies were loaded to the
and dog.
danger point (they were visibly sagging), "Uncle, what is a bachelor?"
We arrived here in plenty of time and sauntered up to
people were standing around the walls and "Junior, a bachelor is a* man the cracker-box auditorium with me leading the procession,
who never had a car in college."
crowded into the doorways trying to catch
Dartmouth Jackolantern pointing out the historic landmarks and assuring all of good,
a glimpse of the ceremonies. They were not
Cadet: "Let's have a kiss."
comfortable seats where we could see and hear everything.
selfish people; they, did not ask much. They A.
C. girl: "Not on an empty
Circumstances, however, made a miserable liar out of me.
just wanted to see the exercises; they were stomach.'-^
very nice and did not insist that they hear Cadet: "Of course not. Right Qnly two seats were to be had. Not only were they separat,-.
,
where the last one was."
them also.
e(i but on different floors.
Anyone that made the mistake of carrying "Are you entertaining a man
We seated Ma by the door (in the damp, cold draft), and
around a piece
of paper or anything else that iJn/°ur room?" asked the house
r
Pa found a nice seat behind a monstrous post in the balcony
„_.,. . ,,,
,
.
, detective over the telephone.
might mark him as "Official caught it and
«Just a mmute. ni ask him ri nt above Ma The rest of tne clan
Kernel S
muscled our way in a
in no uncertain terms—even me. I was just
back
door
and
stood
where
the
only
thing
we had a view of
running around like usual, with a camera She: "I'm perfect."
was the back of a nice old gentleman's head.
and a blank, stupid look on my face and He: "I'm practice."
Kernel
would hardly recover from one dressing
After standing in the drizzle for what seemed like an
down when someone would start again. Me, There was the one about the eternity, we finally retreated to the car, knowing' that at. any
of all people, a student, a being so low that fellow at the hospital waiting for moment the overloaded »and sagging balcony would give
to call me a nontenty would be a gross ex- his wife to have a hal°y- Finally away and leave us orphans at the mercy of the state home for
after much pacing of the floor, a
aggeration of fact. .
nurse told him he was the father the homeless.
One occasion was especially memorable. of a baby boy. "What, only one,"
We left Clemson wet, cold, dissolusioned, dispirited and
,.,,,,.
, ,
, he exclaimed, "why I was naughty
I was accosted by this elderly lady and about twice »
praying that by the time' I graduate Clemson could boast of
all I could say was "No ma'am" and "Yes
a decent auditorium for which Mr. Metz will not have to ap°ne «irl asked another how to ologize as he did for the present one before the last graduaJ parents told me I had betma'am (like my
make love.
ter do). She was practically out of Horatio «you don't," the friend replied. tion exercises.
Alger. You know—dignified, inexpensive- "You just stand there and defend
It must be agonizingly embarrassing for the officials of
\y an& simply dressed, and strictly marked y°urselfJacko a college the size and importance of Clemson, to invite the
lady. (I'm thankful she was a lady.) Anyfriends and families of students to what may be their only
way, she was near tears and I got the brunt wiu
This is an
oldie,
but
maybe
it
visit
to the campus, and then, force them to stand on the porch
,-,
„,
. , . ..
,,
u i J
bring ?a few grins,
of her woes. The gist of it was that she had How many magazines does it in the freezing wind while Sonny gets his diploma To say
come over 200 miles in the rain to see her take to fill a baby carriage?
that the ^February graduation ceremony was a flop would be
only son graduate, and now she couldn't get oS^J^^.^TSE a generous understatement. In addition to the impossible
near the place. The crowning blow ,to her, tieS; . and Tlme.
situation in the auditorium, the rest rooms were hopelessly
as*to everyone else it seems, was to look up
overcrowded and comfort and convenience of any kind was
Professor: (rapping his desk)
on the hill and see the work begun on the "Order!"
non-existant.
big, new apartment building.
Student: "Beer
In defense of the administration, let me hustle to declare
Jacko
That apartment hotel was to-those people
that an admirable job was done considering the facilities at
what scorn was to the woman "Hell hath no WSNW ought to start off its hand; the only trouble was that the archaic facilities were rifury as . . ."
morning broadcast with "Who the diculously insufficient.
''
hell left the radio on all night?"
I feel that I can safely say that a new auditorium is in the
Sunday was a single but classic example
of Clemson's need of an auditorium. It is a One bashful girl worked all her back of the minds of each of the administration, and certainconstant amazement to me that a college the crossword puzzles vertically so she j J u Q£ th&trustees entertain some sort of a hope that some.
wouldnt have to come across.
. ,,
,.
t. -»i ii.« iu„,»i,f .n»
size of Clemson, and with its reputed repuKernel day we can have one. Now is the time to get tne tnougnt oui
tation does not have a proper auditorium.
—
of the back and into the front of our minds! Let's get mad,
™ke ■««• fuss and 8et thftt auditorium.
ADDENDUM
'
The concert committee recently received a letter from
the lady wn0 drove Artur Rubenstein from Greenville to the
^^ concert in the field house. Mr. Rubenstein washigh
in his praise of his reception at Clemson. He couldn't get
He
Qver thg exceijence 0f the Steinway piano that he used.
J££££) ^ <*£™J ™* .also said> much to my surprise, that when he wanted quiet
happened when you asked the that he could hear a pin drop. (That wasn't a pin, Mr. R.,
teacher for a week off?"
was a bleacher.)
WHAT YOU BET?
^tudent "Why, he was like a it
- ------ ^ ^ ^.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ & ^ ^ trifc.
You know, I'm starting to have a serious lamb."
What did ute. We have e very right to be proud of ourselves and our
worry-will I get beat to a pulp, or will I he
J^r>
say?'
concert committee.
get kicked out of school first? I wonder?
Student: Baa."

I think that I realize that the officials, here
have to beg for practically every penny they
get out of the State Legislature. That being
the case maybe we need a really strong
alumni organization, a group that put the
pressure on at both ends—here, to do some
real planning and keep ahead of the future,
and to do some high class begging; there, on
the Legislature to shejl out.

^Tw fbouf ^ivfng^mfa
diamond bracelet?"
JJ^JJ; A^^V ^lciude you from such a bauble of
extravagance^
He;'.Tnat-s just what T mean."
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Apartment Plans Completed
Housing Project Named For Cook
Who Has Served Clemson 27 Years

RABBI GILBERT KLAPERMAN, Yeshiva University; M.A.
State University of Iowa; Director
of B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations
at Queens University in Canada,
and at Iowa; Who's Who in Religion; Counselor, Hillel Unit, The
Citadel; Birth Sholom Synagogue,
Charleston.

HUGH E. ROBINSON, native of
•Sharon; B.S. Clemson College;
Assistant Secretary YMCA, Clemson; M.A. Vanderbilt; General
Secretary YMCA Tulane University; Student Secretary, State of
Virginia; Program Secretary YMCA, White Plains, N. Y.; General
Secretary, Georgia State YMCA.

Clemson's Father-in-Law

Biography Of John C. Calhoun Is
For Readability By Critic
John C. Calhoun, American portrait, by Margaret Coit, the Riverside Press, is a most readable biography. The style is clear, simple, vivacious.
Stating that John C. Calhoun
fias been de-humanized by -biographers and hero-worshipers,
|the. author undertakes to humanize
aim. All in all, with some exceptions she) succeeds in this task
"id in some respects she overdoes it, as in the story of Nancy
lanks.
The Anderson County tradition
that Calhoun was the father of
Abraham Lincoln by the Anderson County bar-maid has been
known for more than seventy
years. Its origin was, probably, a
post-Civil War attempt to discredit both Lincoln and Calhoun.
The latter suffered temporary un■ popularity even In South Caro~ lina following the loss of the war.
No serious scholar has ever given
credence to the story. Miss Coit
rejects the Lincoln part of the
tradition but in order to aid in
* "humanizing" Calhoun, by innuendo she claims that he seduced
the bar-maid, Nancy Hanks. Acceptance of this tradition by Miss
Coit based in part on an anonymous writer is at least a serious
defect in scholarship. There is
as much evidence that Calhoun
was the father of Lincoln,, as that
he seduced Nancy Hanks. Miss
Coit was told that she would make
her book ridiculous by using the
• tradition. She has made it equally
so by using only a part of it.
Doctor Charles M. Wiltse who
has recently published two volumes, (with another soon to follow) of a biography of Calhoun
. studied this tradition and rejected it as having no basis in fact.
Yet his biography portrays a
most human personality. And he(
does it in part, as Miss Coit has
done in part, by developing Cal- houn's love of his home, his wife,
his children, his agriculture at
Fort Hill.
Dr. Wiltse, trained as he is in
research in political science, has
•'. given in his biography a highly
original interpretation of Calhoun's'political career. Miss Coit
L seems to have followed Arthur
yjchlesinger's interpretation of the
|eriod 1837-1838 asv set forth in
|is "Age of jryitson."
f Both the biography of Dr. Wiltse
id of Miss Coit are sympathetic
Calhoun in his controversy with
Indrew Jackson. But Miss Coit
highly uncomplimentary to
lloride Calhoun, the Vice Presilent's wife She suggests that
loride cost her husband the pres
Idency of the United States by i
^snubbing Peggy O'Neil Eaton.
Her account is based largely upon
family tradition in one branch
of the Calhoun family that has
been notoriously hostile to Floride
Calhoun. There is no reliable
evidence of her interpretation.
Continuing this theme in a full
chapter headed Floride, the author allows her imagination full
play in portraying the character
of Mrs. John C. Calhoun. Miss
Coit portrays Floride as a ter.magant. Her evidence is one let.ter from John C. to his son Andrew and a letter from Andrew's
son, Patrick Calhoun, then living
in California. The latter has since
died. This letter lists the many
family traditions berating the
character of Patrick's grandmother, Floride. These have often
been told at Clemson by some of
Andrew's descendents No serious
writer has considered them reliable evidence.
Unquestionably,
Floride's temper was not always
under control. She was also
somewhat erratic. But she was
gever portrayed as vicious, ex3t by the family of Andrew
(ilhoun.
3ehind these traditions passed
by Patrick Calhoun was the
ad feeling of Andrew toward his
pother
This she reciprocated.
pfe bad feeling probably had its
figin in the extravagance and j
lismanasement of Andrew of
jnd.s advanced to him by his \
fther. These funds were in part j

REV. NATHAN C- BROOKS,
native of North Carolina; Mars
Hill Junior College; Wake Forest
College; Masters, Southern Baptist Seminary served pastorate in
Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia, and South Carolina; Earle
Street Baptist Church, Greenville.

REV. JOHN A. PINCKNEY, native of South Carolina; undergraduate and graduate work, Sewanee; has served churches in Allendale, Tryon, Charleston, and
Clemson; director of Kanuga
camps and conferences; Rector of
Saint James' Church in Greenville.

Cooper Is Author Television Contest
Of New Textbook Announced By (BS
James B. Cooper, Associate
Poultry Husbandman for the
South Carolina Experiment Station and associate professor of
Poultry Husbandry at Clemson
College, is the author of a poultry textbook released this week
by the publishers, Turner* E.
Smith & Co., Atlanta,
lanta.
As implied in the title, Poultry
for Home and Market, the book is
addressed to the home flock owner as well as to the commercial
poultryman.
The 487 page book, which is
generously illustrated with photographs, charts, and working
drawings of poultry houses and
equipment, points out that some
poultry is produced on nine out
of every ten farms in the nation
and has become a billion dollar
source of farm income.
In the 30-page chapter dealing
with commercial broiler production, Professor Cooper points out
that this business, already a gigantic enterprise, will continue to expand. He says that the American,
people are eating more chicken,
than the nation's population is
growing, and that—because of
higher egg production per hen—
there are fewer hens on farms;
therefore, fewer to be discarded
annually from commercial laying flocks.
Designed primarily as a textbook in vocational agricultural
classes in high schools and classes
in the Veterans Farm Training
Program, the book contains chapters on poultry shows, exhibits,
and demonstrations. It gives full
and complete information on the
commercial grades of poultry and
eggs.
For the home flock owners,
information is given on dressing,
freezing, and canning poultry for
home use; there are also directions for the home preservation
of eggs.
Professor Cooper's book was,
without doubt, the first book on
poultry to be published in 1950.
It is one of the few books on the
subject ever written by a Southern
author. Before coming to Clemson, Professor Cooper was a member of the staff of the Department
of Poultry Husbandry at the University of Georgia; prior to that
connection, he was engaged in
poultry research work at the University of Kentucky.

borrowed from Andrew's brotherin-lawi Thomas G. Clemson, or
were, at least in part, those of his
mother. Furthermore, in 1854
Andrew purchased Fort Hill from
his mother. For this he never
fully paid. According to a letter
from Mrs. John C Calhoun in the
Clemson correspondence Andrew
forced her to leave Fort Hill for
a home in Pendleton in 1855,
though he had promised her a
home at Fort Hill for life. There
is abundant evidence that Floride
and- her son Andrew had little;
to do with each other from 1855
to 1865. Andrew died in 1865.
Floride in 1866.
Miss Coit found that Andrew
was unscrupulous in dealing with
Thomas G. Clemson. In this she
was correct. But she has, probably, never read the testimony of
Aaron Boggs in the case of Lee
versus Simpson referring to Andrew's bad reputation. And she
has probably never learned of the
bad reputation of Andrew's son
Patrick as revealed in a famous
trial in,San Francisco. Floride
disinherited all of Andrew's family in her will of 1866. Patrick
Calhoun never forgave his grandmother for making fit possible for
Fort Hill to pass to the State of
South Carolina- as the property
of Clemson College. This is the
negative.
On the positive side, if Miss
Coit was familiar with the vast
correspondence of the Clemson
family collection, she would find
no ugly references to Floride. Yet
most of her children, grandchildren and in-laws, with the exception of the family of Andrew, had
lived in her home at Pendleton.
There is no evidence of friction
either in tradition or in manuscript.
Miss Coit also condemns Mrs.
Calhoun for long absences from
Washington in neglect of her husband. The Calhouns moved from
Washington to Fort Hill in 1826
for two main reasons, namely, to
escape the bad climate of Washington in behalf of their children
and to reduce the cost of their
living expenses.
The children
grew greater with their maturity.
The low price of cotton from 1837
to 1850 did not help the situation.
In spite of faulty scholarship
and at times gullibility, Miss Coit's
book has much merit in portraying
Calhoun and his times. Her descriptions are at times most effective. But even here, she allows
Mr G. P. Whitcomb, College Reher vivid imagination and love
of a pretty metaphor to betray her lations Representative for the
into minor errors, such as: hang- American Cyanamid Company,
ing moss in Anderson County, that will be on the Clemson campus on
black bodies alone could endure Thursday, February 23. Mr Whitthe heat of the cotton fields in comb is interested in interviewupper South Carolina, that Cal- ■«mg students at that time who are
houn practiced law in Abbeville interested in technical work or
County before he had any formal sales positions with the American
Cyanamid Company, or the Lelegal training.
derle Laboratories Division.
Students who expect to graduate in Chemical Engineering and
Violinist' And Harpist Textile Chemistry may qualify
for the technical training courses
(Continued from Page 1)
of the Company.
One of the requirements for the
Georgia. Shortly after he grad- sales training course is that the
uated, he won the coveted Rock- applicant have a Bachelor's deefeller Fellowship to the Julliard gree in Pharmacy, Pre-Medicine,
Graduate School where in his Biology, Bacteriology. Zoology,
freshman year he was a member Chemistry or Agricultu'fi.
of the First Juilliard Quartet. He
Additional information concernhas been concert master of the ing opportunities available with
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and the Company may be obtained
is now assistant professor of mu- from the various Deans' offices or
sic at the University of Georgia.
from the Registrar's Office.

Whitcomb To Visit
Clemson Campus

A nationwide cojlegiate writing
contest to encourage new television writers has been announced
by the Columbia Broadcasting
System and World Video, Incorporated. All students in American colleges and universities are
eligible to enter.
Four prizes will be awarded at
monthly intervals beginning
March 31.
The amount of the awards will
be 500 if the prize-winning script
is of one hour performance length,
or $200 if it is a half-hour script.
The competition, to be known
as the CBS Awards, has a twofold purpose. It is to encourage
new writers to discover and bring
to maturity their special television
talents; and by this means to contribute to the steady advance of
television's entertainment standards.
Announcements and regulations

"If they are well-fed, they are happy."
This home-grown adage unknowingly adapted from a
version by Byron in his immortal "Don Juan', is the motto
of one of Clemson's most respected personalities, who tries
to live up to the utterances.
Respect has come the hard way men come back to see him just for
for-Tom C. Littlejohn, colored a friendly talk.
chief cook of Clemson College, for
A sanguine individual, Tom is
he is more active than the busiest a man of rare ' faith. His every
bee.
spoken word reveals that his
In one average Clemson meal good-nautredness is not superconsisting of beef, rice, potatoes, ficial. He still thinks that there
lima beans, biscuits, milk, and ice is some good in the world" and
cream, 1,480 pounds of beef, 220 that civilization can stagger along.
pounds of rice, 1,145 pounds of poHe has virtually overcome the
tatoes, 200 pounds of lima beans, handicap of having practically no
200 pounds of flour for the bis- formal education. He was taught
cuits, 350 gallons of milk, and 306 the fundamentals of the three
quarts of ice cream, come under "R's" by some of his friends. As
his close scrutinization.
he says in his own words, "Lean
"Tom," as he is known to Clem- read everything on the menu."
son students and alumni, is .as
As for picking his career, Tom
much a land mark around' the col- Littlejohn had no choice. When a
lege as is the big clock on Tillman cook was needed in the neighborHall. He was little known out- hood, a unanimous' echo rang
side of Clemson until he bolted across the red hills, "Get Tom."
into the limelight when the proTom takes an exceptional
posed colored Housing unit to be
constructed near the campus this amount of pride in his work. In
27 years at Clemson he has only
year was named in his honor.
Probably Tom's only claim to missed two working days., He is
glory lies in his unswerving devo- quick to give a brief resume of
tion to Clemson and her students. his experiences during World War
His "boys", the thousands of stu- II. It seems that as the war
dents who have passed through progressed most of his helpers
Clemson, don't forget him either. either joined the army or left
Every year numbers of Clemson for greener lure of other pastures.
When the dust had settled, he and
two other men were all that were
governing the competition have left of the former host. It. was
been sent to approximately 1,800 almost a superhuman task that
colleges and universities in the confronted these three, but by reUnited States.
cruiting some youngsters from
Contest rules and the required around the college, they were
blanks may be obtained by writ- able to keep the Clemson meal
ing to Director, CBS Award Head- program going full blast.
quarters, 15 East 47th Street, New
Too, Tom is a family man. He
York 17, N. Y.
has a wife and two sons, one of
Awards will be announced di- whom is following the family trarectly to the winners in telegrams dition by running a cafe near
sent on the last Friday of each Clemson. It is supposed to b,e
month, beginning March 31 and one of the best colored eating escontinuing until June 31. Public tablishments in South Carolina.
announcement will also be made The other son is in the army.
on the CBS Television Network
At 55, Tom would pass as a
during regular broadcasts of "Ac- man of 45. The thought of retors' Studio."
tiring hasn't entered his mind,

Tom Littlejohn, for whom the colored housing project currently
under construction at Clemson College is being named, is head
cook in the student mess hall. The housing unit is a part of the
2,500,000 FHA sponsored faculty and employee housing program.

Winthrop Girls Will
Sing Here Next Week
Members of the Winthrop College sextette will present a program of special music at the Clemson College YMCA Sunday, Feb.
12. The sextette will also provide special music for the Sunday
night.-Vesper service at 6:20 p. m.
The girls will remain overnight
but not being one to plan for the
future, he intends to continue
serving palatable delicacies if he
ever leaves Clemson. He says
that he feels as if he could keep
on going another 50 years.

at Clemson to sing at the opening
meeting of Religious Emphasis
Week to be held in the college
chapel on Monday, Feb. 13.
Other delegations coming to
Clemson this year under the sponsorship of the YMCA are the University of Tennessee, Converse
College, and Queens College of
Charlotte.
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There's never
rough puff

in a Luck

Because lucky Strike Meant Fine TMaeepj
ROBERT MONTGOMERY says:
cc;

'Luckies are really smooth.

That's why I smoke them regularly!"
You're so right, Bob . . . you can always count on Luckies
to give you the real smoothness and deep-down smoking
enjoyment you want.
And, smokers, you can depend on Luckies because Lucky
Strike means fine tobacco—ripe, light, naturally mild tobacco
that's always smooth. Yes, let your own taste and throat be the
judge. Find out for yourself—get a carton of Luckies today!

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
COPR,, THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

ANDERSON, S. C.

Luck/ Strike • • • so round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw
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George Washington Defeats Tiger Cagers 66 to 6 i
Haugk Scores 20 Markers As Tigers Go
Down Before Buffs 66-61

Thriller

Clemson's basketeers dropped their fifth conference
game of the season here Tuesday night when they dropped
an exciting game to George Washington University, 66-61.
The loss was the seventh of the season for the McFaddenmen
who dropped two non-league tilts to the University of Georgia.

George Washington drew first ♦ —
•
blood and managed to hold a slim
lead over the Bengals throughout the first half. Brilliant backboard work by W. A. Heshouer
kept the high flying Buffs from
rolling up a big score. Meanwhile,
dependable John Snee was leading the offensive action for the
Tigers. The capacity crowd was
Clemson's sophomore
guard,
kept on the edge of their seats as John Snee, scored 14 points
the Tigs stayed hot on the trail
against the Citadel last Saturday
of the Colonials for the first 20
night
to claim 8th place among
minutes of the tilt. When the
referee blew his whistle for inter- South Carolina's scoring leaders
mission, the scoreboard read 29- at the end of the 10th week of
27, with the Country Gentlemen the 1949-50 basketball season.
on the short end.
Still leading the Palmetto State's
The Colonials put on an amaz- scorers, however, was slim Jim
ing: show at the beginning: of Slaughter, tall Carolina center,
the second canto to roar far in- who held a 31 point lead over his
to the lead. Whereas the Ben- nearest rival, center Jack Olive
gals couldn't seem to find the of Erskine. Bill Browning, Ersbasket, the fast-breaking gold kine forward, followed closely
clad lads were pitching them with 200 points. Furman forward,
Doug Haugk, (35) Tig forward, is shown dropping in a field goal
in from all angles.
Effie Elvington, was the only new
against George Washington In Tuesday's tilt with the Buffs.
Although Clemson found them- face in the top ten scorers; he
Odler (20) of G. W. TJ., is shown arriving too late to stop the Benselves and played the Buffs on replaced center Carl Stegall e-f
gal sharpshooter. Although Haukg racked up 20 markers for
even terms in the last 7 or 8 Newberry.
the evening, the Tigers went down to defeat, 66-61.
minutes, they never got within
The 10 leading individual scorstriking distance. Doug Haugk ers at the close of the 10th week
began to find the basket, but his of the 1949-50 South Carolina colheavy scoring went for naught legiate basketball season:
as the game ended with G. W. U.
Player & College — G FG FT TP
in front 66-61.
Slaughter, S. C.
13 94 47 235
HOLSHOUER STARS
13 77 50 204
"Heavy" Holshouser continued Olive, Erskine
his sparkling brand of play as he Browning, Erskine 13 77 48 200
13 83 29 195
hogged the backboards in the Burns, Furman
12 75 34 184
first half and tipped in some im- Puckhaber, Char.
14 67 33 167
portant points. Holshouser was Cox, S. C.
injured in the second half and Elvington, Furman 14 69 28 186
12 70 20 feo
had to leave the ball game. His Snee, Clemson
12 80 36 156
presence was sorely missed from Dean, Wofford
By DICK RAINES
Gray, Charleston
11 55 45 155
there on out.
Another outstanding feature
WRESTLINGSCOULD RE FINE INTRAMURAL SPORT
of the game was the play of
During my "between semester vacation" I visited Van- Jack Neel, who turned in an
derbilt University and was impressed greatly by their intra- all-around fine performance.
1. Claire Draper
Doug Haugk showed that he
mural sports program. While at Vandy I witnessed an intra1- was apparently over his injury as
2. Harold Littlejohn
3. Lewis Calvert
mural wrestling tournament which proved highly successful. he lead the scorers with 20 points.
4. Joe Black
Haugk
also
played
a
heads-up
deFraternities and clubs competed against each other, with the fensive game. Snee, with 10 points,
5. Grady Strom
winner of each weight division receiving a cup. I saw near- was next high man for the Tigers.
6. Ben McLeod
7. D. C. LeGrande
For George Washington, Goglin
ly all the matches and to my knowledge no one received
8. C. D. Coleman
was top scorer with 15 points. Admuch more than a black eye in the way of injuries. We could I ler, Moffatt, and Cerra were next
9. Jack Neel
have the same set-up with wrestling here at Clemson. Com- in line with 12, 11, and 11 points
10. Vernon Smith
11. Harry Merritt
panies could compete against each other in the Cadet Corps, respectively.

Cullough, Robinson, and McGraw leading the way, the Normanmen managed to stay one
jump ahead of the Biddies during the first half. The teams
left the floor for intermission
Yearlings earlier in the season at
with Clemson In front by a
Clemson. That loss was the first slim margin.
and only setback of the season for
With the start of the second
the Cubs.
half, the Cubs seemed to catch
Clemson started off at a fast fire and took a substantial lead
pace and hopped into an early before the Biddies could stop
lead that the South Carolin- them. Wells and Moorer joined
ians never overcame. With Mc- with McCullough, Robinson, and

Clemson Frosh Gel Revenge In 50-45
Win Over The U. S. (. Biddies In Columbia
A revenge - minded Clemson
freshman team toppled the South
Carolina Baby Gamecocks from
the unbeaten ranks with a 50-45
victory at Columbia on Friday
night.
The hard-earned in
evened the score for the little
Tigers who fell before the Bird

McGraw to put Clemson in the\
drivers' seat.
The Biddies came back strong
with only a few minutes left, but
last minute surge wasn't enough
to enable the Birds to catch up. '
The Gamecocks' Clausen pitched in 13 points to walk away with
the high scoring laurels.
John ,
McCullough let the Tiger fn>sh
with 12 units. Clemson's RoU*^-son and McGraw bucketed 11
points and Carolina's Skelton g*»t
10.

Slaughter Leading

Scoring Parade

Sportfacts
in

Focus

Tennis Ladder

while the vets could form their own teams from their barracks. I believe that if wrestling were given a fair trial it
might prove to be quite a favorite sport in intramural competition. I can't see why wrestling couldn't become a varsity
sport as it is in many colleges and universities throughout
Saint Louis University, which
the country. Wrestling would be an excellent sport for
participated in the first intercolkeeping the Tiger footballers in good shape. It would prove legiate football game west of the
especially beneficial to the linemen. Of course employing Mississippi in 1888, has dropped
something of this nature would take money and "a little get- football "for the immediate future," according to the Very Rev.
up and go" from some people. The latter is something that Paul C. Reinert, S. J., president.
"The University is unwilling to
is definitely lacking in.this rather unprogressive atmosphere.
submit to scholastic compromises,"
WHEN ARE THE FROST GRIDDERS
Father Reinert declared in anGONNA BE REWARDED????
nouncing the decision. "Experience seems to show that today if
While glancing at the GREENVILLE NEWS sports
a large university is to meet its
section the other day, I noticed a photo of several Furhighly specialized football rivals
on an equal basis, it is almost imman frosh players pictured in their sweaters with their
perative that scholastic sacrifices
class numbers on them which they received for their
be deliberately accepted."
services on the gridiron last season. Furman University
Pointing out that "the proportions that college footballJias ashas a student body of somewhat less than 2,000 students
sumed today demands that an inor* pupils as the case may be. Anyway, it seems to me
stitution place its program on a
that a school the size of Clemson, with an enrollment of
rigorous business basis," Father
Reinert said: "In a 'private instiover 3,000, could afford to give their freshman footballers
tution of higher learning which in
some token for their fine showing of the past grid camview of present economic trends
paign. I realize that I'm probably wasting words, but
perhaps someone will read this who can do something
about the situation.
1950 BASEBALLERS HAVE POTENTIALITIES
The Tiger diamondmen will begin working out shortly
Holy Cross, the only major unfor their coming season which opens on the 24th of March beaten team in the nation, gatherwith Michigan State College. Gene Moore and Frank Gil-1 ed in 73 of a possible 118 votes by
lespie are the only two major losses that will be suffered from the country's top basketball
writers and sportscasters to stay
this year's squad. In the outfield we have Carol Cox, Ray on the top of the heap in the mad
Mathews, and Hugh Angley. In the infield will be Hendley scramble for the nation's title.
sr Manos behind the plate, Luke Deanhardt at first,. Gene The Crusaders have won 17
straight contests and look like the
Aughtry at the keystone sack, Ken Culberson at short, and best to end up on top.
Ray McKay on third. The pitching staff will probably be
Bradley, a newcomer, got onstronger than last year's. "Bird Dog" yiughes, "Nig" Grif- ly four first place votes but
managed to pick up enough
!ith, Boker, John Ford, frosh flash, and perhaps some new- seconds and thirds to move
comers will round out the mound staff for the baseball squa^. Duquesne out of the runnerup spot. The Dukes, previousSPRING FOOTFALL UNDERWAY
ly Holy Cross' main threat, lost
Clemson's Tigers, 1950 brand, took to the field MonSaturday night to Louisville
day afternoon to get spring grid drills underway. From
and didn't get a first place vote
as a result. The loss was their
here it looks like the Tigers could come up with another
first against 16 wins.
great team if the forward wall will only come through.
Ohio State (14-3) and St. Johns
The Howardmen have an overflow of backfield talent,
of Brooklyn (18-2) were tied for
fourth and fifth. A major drop
but are thin in the ranks of experienced linemen. Again
in the top ten was Long Island
the line will be the answer to whether the Tigers will
University's skid from fourth to
have a successful season and perhaps a botwl bid. With
sixth.
Kentucky (16-4), one of -the
Ragin Ray and Furious Fred, plus Calvert or Hair, and
year's
disappointments, fell
Hendley or Wyndham, the Tigers probably have one of
from sixth to seventh, barely
the greatest backfields in this part of the country. If the
nosing out North Carolina State
(17r3).. State, the only Southforward wall can just hold the opposition to just a few
ern Conference representative
less scores per contest and our offense remains as conin the first twenty, received 3
sistent as it was in '49, then a great season will be ours.
first place ballots, while Kentucky picked up five. State has
In Ray Mathews and Fred Cone, the Tigers have two
a better than average chance to
All-Southern and perhaps All-American performers.
move up this week, playing only
These two men will lead the Tiger's offense in the '50
SC teams the remainder of the
campaign. This will be their last and probably their
week.
Only new member of the select
greatest season in a Clemson uniform. Speaking of uniten was Kansas State (13-4). Kform-—I c:■• -'~'n'y hope the Tigs have secured new wearState replaced CCNY (12-2),
ir. ; ;;; "r;' for tiis cem'ttg grid season.
which lei lto 14th.

THE DU PONT

DIGEST
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EXCITING NEWS ABOUT

Du Pout's Newest Fiber
INDUSTRIAL field will be largest initial consumer. Product's resistance to acids and high
temperatures is important in items stich et$
filter cloths, coveralls, ropes, and work clothes.

Hundreds of smeller businesses will join with Du Pont
in bringing benefits of Orion* acrylic fiber to you
Strong sunlight will damage most
fibers—but not "Orion" acrylic fiber,
the latest synthetic yarn to come
from the Du Pont laboratories. This
remarkable fiber, which took eight
years of intensive research to develop, has a lasting resistance to sunlight, mildew, high temperatures and
even suLfuric acid. Experts say that
it is the best fiber yet found for out.
door use.
In 1940, Du Pont scientists began
work on a new fiber that seemed to

have unusual properties. Development continued during the war whqp,
under the name "Fiber A," the output went for military use in the hot,
humid South Pacific. Recently the
Du Pont Company decided to build
a plant at Camden, South Carolina,
for full-scale production. This new
plant will cost about twenty-two
million dollars.
While samples of "Orion" fiber are
now in the hands of knitters, weavers
and finishers for experimental pur-

it will probably be late 1950
before articles made of it will be generally available. Then you can exp set
to see it in awnings, convertible automobile tops, golf bags, sails, electrical
insulation, as well as certain articles
of clothing.
In developing the uses of "Orion,**
Du Pont will work with hundreds
of smaller businesses—a "partnership" that will bring Americans not
only new and better products, but
more jobs, more business activity and
another contribution to better living.
*T«A»».||»AIH|
■» ':■'.

SEND FOR the booklet "This
is'Du Pont." It is a 52-page
picture story of one company'*
contributions to America. For
ydur free copy, write to the
Du Pont Company, 2503 Nemours Building, Wilmington,
Delaware.

St. Louis University, First School West
Of Miss. To Play Football, Drops Sport

Holy Cross Leadinq
(aae Sauad In U. S.

is forced to husband its funds with
the utmost diligence, any channeling of resources from the essential
academic objectives of general
and professional training into
are#s of secondary importance
such as intercollegiate football
could not be justified."
Action was taken following a
poll of alumni leaders, regents and
deans, faculty members, and the
board of trustees, Father Reinert
said. The poll revealed nearly
unanimous sentiment to abolish
football if it meant sacrificing
scholastic standards and building
needs.

Intramural Cagers
To Continue Play
With exams out of the way land
a new semester started, the intramural sports program is again
underway. Basketball is going
into the final stages, and several
teams are battling down to the
line for berths on the tournament,
which is played at the end of the
regular season to determine the
school champions. According to
Mr. Roy Cooper, the tournament
should get underway sometime
around the 1st of March.
In a few weeks the weather will
be perfect for golf, and an intramural tournament is planned for
sometime around the middle of
March. The Boscobel golf course,
in the best shape that it has been
for quite sometime, will be the
site for the matches. The tournament will be handled according
to flights in order to evenly match
the players. The Summers brothers, owners of the course, give
special rates to Clemson men.

SK.U.5. PAT. Off-

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
,..THROUGH CHIMIST»r

OUTDOOR uses of "Orion" will include furniture fabric, golf bags, sweaters and swimming suits.
New fiber stands up extremely well under sun and rain.

Great Dramatic Entertainment—Tune in "Cavalcade
of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coastje Ceast

Valentine Day
Tuesday, February 14

Beautiful Line Valentine Cards

Candy...
CANDY....CANDY
Beautiful Heart Shape Boxes
We Wrap For Mailing

PENDLETON
THEATRE
PHONE 3341

WHITMANS

LAST TIME FRIDAY

'TASK FORCE"

NUNNALLYS

HOLLINGSWORTH

Gary Cooper

NORRIS

SATURDAY

'SOUTH OF RIO'
Monte Hale
LATE SHOW 10:15

THE WINDOW
Barbara Hale — B. Driscoll
MONDAY - TUESDAY

'THAT FORSYTHE
WOMAN'

Greer Carson

-

Errol Flynn

>.

L. C. Martin Drug Company
Clemson, S. C.

P. S. McCollum, Owner
THE REXALL STORE

[Thursday, February 9, 1950
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0 Gridders On Hand As Clemson Begins Practice

wrafoef

*Moorer Poulos, Deanhardt, Reynolds,
Many Others Lost By Graduation
Nearly 100 football candidates reported to Head Coach

The Tiger basketball squad has dropped two of their
last three Conference starts, but this doesn't mean that
they won't make the annual Southern Conference tourThe two losses came at the hands of two teams

that are practically a cinch to move into the tournament.

The Tigs were spilled Eriday night by Carolina,

43-40, and dropped a thriller here Tuesday night to the
George

Washington

Colonials,

66-61.

Incidentally,

George Washington had routed the Gamecocks the previous night, 71-46.
It was nip-and-tuck all the way against Carolina Friday
night, the Birds getting five points in the final 55 seconds to
overcome the two points the Bengals had taken on Jim Reynold's set shot with one minute left.

Clemson hadn't been

ahead until this point but had never been more than 2 points
behind.
Against George Washington Tuesday night, the McFaddenmen showed more "class" in the first half and for
the last 1.4 minutes than they have all year.

Except for

the first six minutes of the second half, they battled the
Colonials on even terms.

Those six minutes, in which

G. W. ran up a twelve point lead, cost the Tigers the ball
game. In the final stages, Doug Haugk, who played a
bang-up floor game all night, began hitting from all angles and ended up with 20 points and scoring honors for
the night.
"Heavy Holshouser turned in one of the most sterling
performances of his Clemson career but had to leave the game
n the early minutes of the third period with an ankle injury.
Jp until this point he had kept the Tigers in the contest by
:ontrolling both backboards.

Holhouser will probably

jut for a week or more with a badly sprained ankle.
THREE VICTORIES NEEDED FOR

be

South
Carolina's Gamecocks
conquered Clemson's basketball
the '49 team are missing. End John Poulos, tackle Luke forces for the second time of the
Deanhardt, center Gene Moore and guard Jack Cox all left season in Columbia Friday night
as they squeaked out a 43-40 win
by graduation.
over a determined but outfought
With the entire backfield re-* —
Tiger team. Over 4,000 fans
turning plus several outstanding ning may not qualify him for the
jammed into the Carolina fieldfreshmen backs moving up, Coach left-half post.
house to witness the nip
and
Howard isn't worrying over that
End Coach Bob .Tones doesn't tuck battle between the two arch
section of his squad. The main seem to have any worries over
rivals. _
question is whether or not the the flank positions. Some dozen
line will be improved enough to or more candidates are on hand
It was a close battle
the
stop some of the top-flight teams and this should be the strongwhole way, with Carolina holdthat the Tigers will meet in the est point in the line.
ing a scant two point margin
Glenn
fall.
at halftime. The score was 22
Smith, last
year's sophomore
Fred Cone, All-Southern fullto 20 when the players went
sensation, and Bob Hudson, an
back, Ray Matthews and Wyndto take a rest.
end in 1948 and a tackle last
ham are all on hand and can
year, look
like the probable
George Spender and John Snee
be counted on to carry the brunt
starters, at this point, but Gil kept the Tigers in the thick of
of the single wing offensive atRushton, Gaskins and Shivers things while dimunitive Gametack. Jackie Calvert, just out j will be making the competition
cock guard Don Cox was keeping
of the hospital, hasn't reported
keen.
things alive for the Birds.
to practice as yet but should ]
GUARDS INEXPERIENCED
Action in the second half proved
be ready to go next week. Be- ;
Guards and tackles will be the to be just as exciting as Carosides Cone, Howard has three ;
big question mark. Billy Grigs- lina never maintained more than
more better than average full- \
by and Bob Patton will probably a four-point lead.
"Slim Jim"
backs in Jim Shirley, Vince j
get the nod at the tackles, but the Slaughter,
Carolina's gangling
Pugliese and Marion Thomp- j
reserve strength, is in doubt. Pete center,
continued to be handison.
Manos and Dan DiMuteci are the capped by the close
guarding
HAIR IS GOOD PROSPECT
only two experienced guards re- Bengals.
Billy Hair, who was ineligible turning, but Stony Carothers. a
this past fall, could very easily get ■ blocking back in '49, has been
Clemson finally caught the
the nod at the tailback slot. Hair, ; switched to guard and will be a Gamecocks and
went ahead
one of the brightest prospects to great help. One of
the
out- with one minute remaining in
come out of the South Carolina i standing linemen coming up from the game. But, Don Cox got in
high school ranks, is one of the L
a Harts- the Tiger's hair one more time
few triple threat men on the! ville, S. C, product.
when he tied up Snee at midsquad. Along with Hair there is j Ja<
court, forcing a jump ball. He
riple
|ing down the pivot post, with then tipped the ball to "Red"
threat man, to 'count on, and Jim Dean Hawkins and Don Wade Coleman who sank one under
Snirley is being tried at that pothe basket to give Carolina a
backing him up.
41-40 lead. The final Gamesition. Shirley is a good passer
and kicker but his st le of run
cock
points came by virtue of
y
four throws.

rjegf (%m*$ Are

ffeM In State

TOURNAMENT BERTH
Clemson now has a 5-5 Conference record, and if this

Clemson's Tigers remained in
third place after the 10th week
of play in the 1949-50 basketball
average can be maintained, the Tigers should finish in
season. By beating The Citadel,
either 7th or 8th place. Next week, McFadden will take
after dropping a close one to Carolina, the Tigers held on to their
the squad into North Carolina and Virginia for four implace in the Palmetto State standportant Conference tilts, taking on Davidson and Wake
ings. Erskine, which leads the
Forest in the Tar Heel state, and Washington and Lee
South Carolina teams in all games
played, is runner-up to South
and VMI in Virginia. Three wins on this trip will pracCarolina's Gamecocks in the intically assure the Tigers of one of the top eight spots.
trastate standings. Neither quinThe final two contests will be played here, one with tet has dropped a game to a foe
Furman and the other against Maryland. Maryland has within the state, but
Carolina
has played five games to Erskine's
already fallen to the Tigs, and Furman, although they grabthree. Following Clemson comes

bed a one point victory in Greenville, should not give any ; Furman with a 6-8 record. The
rest of the field is far behind.
trouble.
Seven games are scheduled
FURMAN GAME MOVED UP
for the coming week-end. Friday Clemson visits PresbyteThe Clemson-Furman battle, originally scheduled
rian,
North Carolina is at Furfor Feb. 27, has been moved up to Feb. 18. The reason
man, Erskine entertains Georfor this move is that all conference games, in order to
gia Teachers, and Camp JLejeune's Marines are at The
count towards tournament play, must be played before
Citadel. Saturday VMI is at
a certain date, and the original date would not have
Furman, South Carolina travels
counted one way or the other.
to Richmond, and Charleston
plays host to Erskine.
FROSH STILL TOPS IN THESE PARTS
The standings of South CaroCoach "Rock" Norman's freshman squad has proved be- lina's nine teams at the end of
yond doubt that they have the best in the state. Friday the 16th week of the collegiate
night's victory over the South Carolina biddies was sweet basketball season
All Games Player
revenge for the Cubs. Just before exams, the baby Tigers had Team
Pet.
L
W
been dumped by the same S. C. crew, but this was merely Erskine
3
.769
. ... -.10
.571
8
6
one of those "off" nights. Friday night there was only a five South C. .__
.500
6
6 .
point difference in the final score, 45-40, but the frosh led Clemson
.428
8
Furman
p
most of the way by 10 to 14 points.
.333
Presbyterian
3
6
.333
4
8
Wofford
COMMENTS OF SC OFFICIATING IN S. C.
.333
8
Charleston ...
_4
It's rotten! And does it improve? No, it gets
.300
7
Newberry ....
3
worse. George Washington came into South Carolina
.231
10
The Citadel .
3
and won two games, and winning teams aren't supposed
to "cry" about the officiating. Yet they told members of
the Clemson team that they had not seen one good referee in the state! Guess what? WE AGREE
^HOWARD'S MATERIAL LOOKS PROMISING
Playing their usual good game,
With over 90 candidates reporting on Monday for the the Clemson Cubs easily defeatJfirst practice of the 1950 football year Head Coach Fraiik j ed Greenville High's Red Raiders
JHoward is pretty well pleased over the prospects for this in a game played prior to the

(le^on Fryman
]m Greenville Hi

Clemson-George Washington contest Tuesday night. Leading all
Leading the pack are such men as "Old Faithful"
the way, the little Tigers won
handily their tenth game in eleven
(nickname per Frank Howard) Ray Matthews, Alloutings. The night's top scorer
Southern fullback Fred Cone, Wyndie Wyndham and
was Greenville High's Warren
Jackie Calvert, the '49 bac»field. And it looks like the
Godshall with ten points, while
Clemson's points were scattered
Tigers will be loaded as far as the backfield is concerned,
over eleven players. The leader
for along with these men come many more. Notably
was Joe Murray with eight points,
Billy Hair, who shows promise of being an all-time
followed by Hicks, Powell, and
Moorer with seven, and McCulClemson great, Jim Shirley, Vince Pugliese, Dick Hendlough,
Dozier,
McGraw,
and
ley, Pooley Hubert, Forrest Calvert, Marion Thompson
Wells, who all tallied six points.
and many others.
Clemson took a quick lead and
was
never headed, as McGraw led
The line will be the one big problem. Only at the end
Clemson with his remarkable reposts is Howard pretty safe. John Poulos is the only flank- bounding game and left-handed
man to leave by graduation, and this spot will be well taken shots. At half time, the- Cubs
i re of. Glenn Smith, who made the Southern Conference held a 38-21 advantage, increasing this lead to 21 points at the
All-Sophomore team last year, will be on hand along with end of the game, winning 62 to
Bob Hudson and Dreher Gaskins. Hudson was shifted to 141. Coach Norman substituted

Ball.
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Clemson, 43-40

Frank Howard and his staff Monday to begin what will be a |
six weeks-or-longer spring session. Only four starters from

'*:,.

nament.

Carolina Beats

tackle last year in order to bolster that position, and now thati freely after the Cubbs rolled U>J a,
,, , , ,
,
, . , ,
,
.,,
, .
, . , , j safe margin, and all fifteen playtne tackle prospects are brighter, he will go back to his old ers saw action, as the future
position.
Tigers begin to wind up what is
probably the most successful seaFirst string tackles and guards will be OK, but the
son a Clemson freshman team has
reserve strength may be a little weak. Billy Grigsby
had.
The Tiger scorers—
and Bob Patton are back at the tackles, and Pete Manos
McCullough—6
and Dan DiMucci are the two experienced guards. Frank
Hicks—7
Carothers, shifted from blocking back to guard, and
Dozier—6
Robinson—2
Earl Wrightenberry should be tremendous in the middle.
Revell—7
Gene Moore has graduated and Jack Brunson will probMcGraw—6
ably get the starting nod there, and plenty of help can be exMoorer—7
Wells—6
pected from Dion Wade and Dean Hawkins.
Murray—8
It may be another Tiger year, but only the fall will
AspArt—4
i tell.
DeLoacli—3

f temSOPi Stlil Has
fb

*nce For SC

With a 5-4 record, Clemson remains in contention for a berth
in the Southern Conference basketball tournament to be held in
Duke's indoor stadium March 2,
3, and 4. Almost sure of, chances
to enter the tourney are N. C.
State (9-1), Duke (7-1), William
& Mary (7-2), George Washington (9-3), South Carolina (7-3),
and North Carolina (9-4).
The
other two berths will probably be
filled by either Clemson, Virginia
Tech (5-4)', or Wake Forest
(6-5). With six remaining games,
Clemson must win three in order
to stay in contention for a tourney bid. However, all six games
are with teams below Clemson in
the Conference standings.
The standings at the close of
the 10th week ©f the 1949-50
Southern Conference Basketball
season:

W. A. Holshouser, Jim Reynolds
and Doug Haugk turned in a fir*;
defensive game for th% Tigers,
while George Spender and John
Snee. were offensive stars. Holshouser was particularly effective
with his rebound play. Slaughter
and Cox were the mainstays for
the Birds. Coleman also turned
in a fine performance for the
Gamecocks.

Don Cox, (30) South Carolina guard, is shown fouling Clemson's Jim Reynolds in last Friday's
contest at Columbia. The Gamecocks handed the Tigers their fourth conference loss, 43 to 40.
Carolina had previously beaten the Tigers the week before, 66 to 56 at Clemson.

Baby Bengals Edge
Citadel Pups 54-52

Clemson baby basketball Tigers
received their biggest scare of the
season Saturday night at Charleston, but came from behind in the
last minute to gain a 54-52 win
over a hard fighting Citadel frosh
squad. The Cubs' Hicks bucketed
the winning goal from 30 feet
out in the waning seconds. Hicks'
Team
League
All games two-pointer came after center
McGraw had tied The score by
W L PF PA W L
making two free throws.
9 1 662 494 17 3
N. C. State
Duke
7 1 520 445 11 7
Citadel floored a much betW & M
7 2 531 471 14 5
ter team Saturday night than
Geo. Wash
8 3 700 645 9 7
they did a few weeks ago
S. C.
7 3 551 521 8 6
when the baby Bengals walked
N. C.
9 4 763 683 13 9
away with an easy victory. Two
Va. Tech.
5 4 564 536 9 7
new men
and some much
Clemson
5 4 554 493 6 6
needed practice were the main
6 5 626 582 8 12
reason for the better showing
W. Forest v
Furman "
2 6 364 413 6 8
by the Bulldogs.
Wash & Lee 2 6 479 562 4 9
High scorer for the game was
Citadel
2 6 316 470 3 9
Clemson's Robinson, who sank 7
V M I
1 4 281 353 2 9
field goals and one free throw for
Davidson
2 9 573 689 5 13
a total of fifteen points. Citadel's
Maryland
2 9 605 655 3 14
Freidlin and Clemson's McGraw
Richmond
1 8 483 560 3 9
were next in line with 12 units.

STONE BROTHERS
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street

J.

Greenville, S. C.

v,
Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
WM

THIS may look like your roommate, but don't be deceived.
The Schmq in this picture has lots more brains. He has the
Wildroot Cream-Oil concession in a side show. And incidentally, if you'd like to ape men who get ahead, with women
of course, start grooming your dome with Wildroot CreamOil. It's the non-alcoholic hair tonic containing soothing
Lanolin. Grooms you hair neatly and naturally without
that plastered-down look. Relieves annoying dryness and
removes embarrassing loose dandruff. Helps you pass the
Finger-Nail Test. Get a tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil
hair tonic at your drug counter today. Don't swipe your
roommate's ... it may be unsanitary. Besides, he's liable to
grunt and growl if you do. And next time you visit your barber, have him give you a professional application
* of 327 Burroughs Dr., Snyder, N. Y.
'Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coastto-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels — and only Camels — for
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE. SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due to smokiaj* CAMELS!
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Barter Theatre Players Will Return Jo
fbmtm JM Present A Moliere Com^y
The Barter Theatre Players will'
return to Clemson to present Moliere's famous play, "The Imaginary Invalid". The second performance of the group will be
sponsored by the Clemson chapter
of Blue Key and the Little Theatre
Group. The play will be presented in the College Chapel on
March 7.
One of the leading performers
will be Mell Turner, a versatile
actor who has appeared in numerous Barter road shows and sum-

Mell Turner
mer productions. Turner, who is
a graduate of Oglethorpe University, appeared with Miss Tallulah
Bankhead in the Barter production of "Her Cardboard Lover."
His best make-up will appear
in "The Imaginary Invalid" in
which he is cast as 'Thomas Diafoius, a physician's son. In addition to this play, he also appeared
in several performances in Abingdon, Virginia, the home of the
Barter Theatre.
Miss Elizabeth Wilson is also
outstanding among the members
of the famous theatrical group,
MMM

Pressure Causes
Gross, Dishonesty
Pressure of competition - was
recently named as the chief
cause of dishonesty in taking examinations in a report. released
by the Student Honor Committee
of the University of Akron. This
chief cause, according to the report, leads to unfair practices in
that it causes "students overly interested in excelling to resort to
dishonest means in order to obtain . . . grade rewards."
Possible remedies to be taken
by faculty members, the report
pointed out, include a review before and after examinations,
prompt return of papers, alternate seating arrangements, a review of the subject of dishonest
practice before each test, and an
honest attempt to play fair with
the student.
The committee asked that faculty members not give the same
test twice during any one year
nor use the same test year after
year. It suggested that tests
should cover relevant parts of the
course, and only those which have
been taught' It also requested
that different sections of a class
be given separate examinations.
The report was the result of
four months work by the committee appointed by Dean of Students Donfred H. Gardner.

Clemson Leaders
(Continued from Page 1)
keting Commission, is vice chairman of the marketing section;
Miss Ada Moser, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, is secretary the
Home Economics section; H. W.
Barre, Clemson, is secretary of the
cotton improvement conference;
and Dr. W. B. Albert, S. C. Ex*
periment Station,, is vice president
of the Southern Weed Conference
scheduled to be held during the
metting.
Several of the South Carolina
delegation attended preconvention meetings at Biloxi, February
7-8. Among these meetings Committee of Regional Cotton Mech
anization Studies; sweet potato
cooper ators; home economics
Southern Regional Beef Cattle
Breeding Group.
Hugh1 A. Woodle, extension
agronomist; J. M. Elezer, exten
sion information specialist; and
S. C. Stribling, agricultural editor,

Plans are being completed*
by the Central Dance Association for Mid-Winters dance to
be held in the Fieldhouse the
week-end of February 17 and
18. Erskine Hawkins, known
in popular music circles as the
"20th Century Gabriel," will
bring his celebrated musicmakers to the campus in time
to commence activities at 9
o'clock for the Friday night
formal dance.
The Hawkins band, on a coastto-coast tour, featres such noted
musicians as Jimmy Mitchell,
Julian Dash and Lee "Gate"
Stanfield. Direct from triumphs
on Broadway, Hawkins has received wide acclaim for his RCA
Victor records.
A free jazz concert, the details
of which are to be announced
later, will be presented by the
Hawkins Orchestra Saturday afternoon. The Saturday night informal (will immediately follow
the Furman-Clemson basketball
game in the Clemson Field House.
Rounding out the weekend festivities will be a free voilin and
harp concert in the College Auditorium beginning at 3:30 p. m.
Erskme Hawkins was born on
July 26, 1914 in Birmingham, Alabama, where his mother taught
school. His father a World War
I hero was killed in that conflict.
Following in his mother's footsteps Hawkins enrolled in the
Alabama State Teachers' College
in/1930 where he worked his way
through to a Bachelor of Science
degree. During his stay in college
the school bandmaster sent out
a call for a trumpet player. Although he had never played that
instrument Hawkins volunteered
for the position, an act which
proved to be the turning point
of his career.
In the summer of 1934, the
school sent its band to play for a
dance at the Roseland Ballroom
in Asbury Park, N. J. and the
all of Clemson; and S. A. Redfern, Columbia, field representative of the American Potash Institute, joined in a two-day preconvention pasture tour of Mississippi on Tuesday and Wednesday before going to Biloxi for
the convention.

group met with such favorable acclaim that it was immediately
booked to play at the Harlem
Opera House. The leader of the
band could not make this engagement so Hawkins filled in as
leader in addition to his trumpetplaying.
After his success in the "Opera
House" the Hawkins agfrigation
found it easy to get engagements
in all of the theatres and dance
halls that feature popular orchestras.
This year's Mid-Winters will
mark Hawkin's second trip to
Clemson, and a large crowd is
expected to be on hand for the
occasion.
'TAIN'T FAIR
Poet: "This is an unfair world."
Friend: "How so?"
Poet: "A banker can write a
bad poem, and people think nothing,of it. But just let a poet try
writing a bad check!" ■

Religious Emphasis

"Cap" Believes In Groundhog Day;
Refers To Many Pranks Of Students

(Continued from Page 1)
Evans, pastor of the Walhalla
Methodist Church.
Also, Rev. John A:- Pinckney,
rector St. James' Church, Greenville; Rev. David A. Clyburn, pastor Grace Methodist Church,
Union; Rev. Samuel Wiley, First
Presbyterian Church, Anderson;
Rev. John J. Bradley, Paulist Fa-

By LOUIS HENRY
One of the most familiar characters of the community is Mr. F.
H. Clinkscales. When asked his
birth date, "Cap," as he is afT
fectionately called by his thousands of friends, replied, "I'm a
ground hog." He was born February 2, 1871, in southern Anderson County, and was educated in
the country schools of the county. At the time- he attended
school, there were no desks; wooden benches were used.. Each day
before recess, the students would
place potatoes in the large open
fire to roast for lunch.
"Cap" came to Clemson in 1901
and started a livery business with
six horses. As the years passed,
he drifted into the hauling business with automobiles and trucks.
He also-did a great deal* of farming.
In 1895, Mr. Clinkscales was
married to Miss Cora Crowther
of Abbeville. Mrs. Clinkscales
died December 1, 1940. Since that
time, Miss Beth Anderson, his
niece, has lived with him.
Mr. Clinkscales issisted in
building the Clemson Baptist
Church. He has been secretary
and treasurer of the church since
its formation in 192.
"Cap" recalls that when he first
came to Clemson, there was only
one barracks, three stories high.
The roof of this barracks was
later raised and another floor
added. He well remembers the
building of barracks numbers two
and three, because he hauled the
sand and brick for the construction.
One can hear many interesting
stories from "Cap" Clinkscales.
He recalls the mass walkout in
1908, in which 308 students were
shipped. He carried the boys'
trunks to the station. The students went to Pendleton, where
they bought all the groceries in
town.
When another walkout was
threatened, an order was sent out
that no trunks were to be moved
from barracks. "Cap" called President Riggs and was told.to carry
the trunks if the boys wanted to
leave.

thers, Winchester, Tenn.; Rap!
Gilbert Glaperman, Birth Sholom
Synagogue, Charleston; Rev. W.
McLeod Frampton, minister Purity Presbyterian Church, Chester; j
and Rev. Nathan C. Brooks, pas^
tor Earle Street Baptist Churcfti,
Greenville.
>

DEPENDABLE USED CAJRS
And Specialized Service
On All Makes and Models

s What we do for ourselves alone
dies with us; what we do for
others and the World remains and
is immortal.

Madden's Motors

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

Cap" Clinkscales
Mr. Clinkscales remembers the
April 1 when twenty of his horses
were taken and ridden over the
campus. There were only two
white horses, so when a third one
appeared, van investigation was
made. A Professor House was
discovered riding with the boys
on his own horse. He was' immediately chased from the party.
Another prank pulled back in
the "old days" was the one in
which a goat was placed in the
room of a professor with "Goat"
for a nickname. The students
borrowed a horse and buggy from
"Cap" to go out into the country
to secure the goat. The animal
was carried up a ladder and placed
in the room at night.
In speaking of the pranks of
the early Clemson students, Mr
Clinkscales says, "I think the boys
of today are much better behaved
than the ones who were here until about 1920"
"Cap" states that he has little
time for outside interest, but. he
enjoys playing bridge in the evenings. When asked about plans
for the future, Mr. Clinkscales
said, "I'm getting too old to make
any future plans."
"Cap" Clinkscales has been one
of the communitys leading citizens for many years, and he is
truly a beloved personality.

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
337-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFA1R GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant*

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

MESS JACKETS
RED SASHES ... ....

$6.95
$2.95

Tux and All Accessories

HOKE SLOAN'S

i:r:'sW^§^iM^m\

MAKE THE

Elizabeth Wilson
i>nd she scores her greatest success for her performance of Toilet, a servant girl, in "The Imaginary Invalid."
She is from Grand Rapids,
Michigan, where she launched her
professional career in the Grand
Rapids Civic Theatre. Miss Wiluon was discovered by Miss Helen
Wayes, who encouraged and helpud h'5r in the pursuit of a theatrical career.
She has played various roles
In numerous plays by the Barter
Theatre.

Hawkins Orchestra Play
For Midwinters, Feb. 17-18

Thursday, February 9, 1%

and Universities throughout

CALHOUN HOTEL

the country CHESTERFIELD is

YOUR HEADQUARTERS
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager

Anderson, S. C.

the largest-selling cigarette.'
Students at Clemson

HELENA CARTER

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

Charming Hunter Alumna, says:

ism

"MILDER... MUCH MILDER... that's why
I find Chesterfield much more pleasure to smoke.'

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank DiHarc" M?r.

Specializing in
\
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

CO-STARRING IN

"SOUTH SEA SINNER"

"Even 1 look pod

CLEMSON
THEATRE

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

in ar\ Arrow ohirt J
HUNTER COLLEGE
NEW YORK CITY

CLEMSON, S. C.
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FRIDAY, i SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 10, 11
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• PERFECT FITTING
ARROW COLLARS
• M1TOGA-SHAPED
TO FIT BETTER
• FINE, LONG
WEARING FABRIC
• BUTTONS THAT
STAY PUT I
• SANFORIZED-WON'T
SHRINK OVER 1%

'WHIRLPOOL1
_ Gene Tierney
Richard Conte

MONDAY, TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 13, 14
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'ALWAYS LEAVE
THEM LAUGHING'

m
t*

$3.65 up

Milton Berle
Virginia Mayo
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WED.--THURS.

D

FEBRUARY 15, 16

'UNDERCOVER
MAN'

My
-5

Glenn Ford

HESTER FIELD

m

COU£G£S

For the Best
in Entertainment

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR

HANDKERCHIEFS

SPORTS SHIRTS

*By Recent Nation's! Survey
Copyright 1950,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

